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DRVISION TECHNOLOGIES 
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June 17th, 2020, Bellevue, WA, USA 

OVERVIEW 

 

Analyzing the interactions between various parts of the cell is key to understanding the mechanisms and 
pathways that keep the cell running. In Aivia 9, we are launching a new image analysis workflow (recipe) 
– 3D Cell Analysis – for analyzing relationship between whole cells, nuclei and up to five (5) vesicular 
components. In addition, we are making huge improvements to object rendering with mesh transparency, 
specular lighting and dynamic levels of detail (LoD) to help you tell your story even more compellingly. 
Lastly, we are making Aivia more user-friendly than ever with the launch of dynamic search and 
incremental saving that helps you find what you need quickly and analyze the data more efficiently. From 
organism to organelle, Aivia 9 helps you see more and do more with your data. 
 
 
 
Summary of Aivia 9 developments: 
 
 3D Cell Analysis – 24 new features 

 Object rendering improvements – 13 new features 

 Recipe developments and improvements – 13 new features 

 Dynamic search bar – 7 new features 

 General usability improvements – 8 new features 

 99 bugs fixed 
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3D Cell Analysis 

In Aivia 9, we are introducing a brand-new image analysis workflow for the detection and analysis of whole cells and 
their components. The 3D Cell Analysis recipe can detect cells, nuclei and up to five (5) vesicles and quantify the 
relationship between them. The recipe can be extended to objects at other scale as well – enabling multi-scale 
analysis of objects and their relationships. 

 

3D Cell Analysis results on gastric gland organoid composed of whole cells (gold), nuclei (cyan), and three types of 
vesicles with mesh (red) and spot representations (green and magenta). Image courtesy: Xue Biao Yao, 

Laboratory of Cellular Dynamics, University of Science and Technology, China; and Ed Lachica, 3i Inc., Denver) 

 

 

Feature highlights 

 Detect cells, nuclei and up to five (5) vesicles 

o Users can add or remove detection groups based on their analysis needs 

 Create additional container object sets 

o Cells: composed of all object sets within the cell boundary 

o Nuclei: composed of all object sets within the nucleus boundary 

o Cytoplasm: composed of all object sets that are within the cell boundary but outside of the nucleus 

 Automatic intensity parameter determination based on processing steps chosen – on whole image or ROI 

 Hundreds of new relational measurements: 

o Contained vesicle count 

o Relational distance between cell and nuclei center, or closest edge 

o Relational distance statistic between vesicle groups and cell or nuclei objects 

 Two object output options for vesicle groups 

o Meshes: output vesicles as meshes for morphological analysis 
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o Spots: output vesicles as spots for faster relational analysis 

 Each object group output has a dedicated preset group with complete analysis pipeline 

o Smooth input image 

o Remove image background and segmentation 

o Partition objects 

 

Smooth input image 

 Five image smoothing methods 

o Skip Smooth Image 

o Morphological Smoothing (default) 

o Average Filter Smoothing 

o Median Filter Smoothing 

o Gaussian Filter Smoothing 

 One adjustable parameter (none for Skip 
Smooth Image) 

o Image Smoothing Filter Size: defines the 
diameter of the image smoothing filter in 
pixels 

 

Remove background and image segmentation 

 Two background removal options 

o Skip Remove Background (default) 

o Remove Background 

 Three adjustable parameters (two for Skip 
Remove Background) 

o Typical Cells / Nuclei / Vesicles diameter 
(Remove Background only): specifies the 
average object diameter which is used to 
determine the size of the background filter 

o Min Cells / Nuclei / Vesicles intensity: 
specifies the minimum voxel intensity for 
segmentation 

 Fill Holes Size: specifies the maximum size of 
detection gaps (in 2D) to be filled 

 

Partition objects 

 Two object partition options 

o Skip Partition 

o Apply Partition (default) 

 Three adjustable parameters (two for Skip 
Partition) 

 

Graphical user interface for the 3D Cell Analysis recipe (with 
presets for Whole Cells, Nuclei and two Vesicle groups) 

 

o Cells / Nuclei / Vesicles Diameter: specifies the range of object diameter to be included in the final result 
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o Min Edge to Center Distance (Apply Partition only): specifies the distance between the center of an object and 
its edge to the closest adjacent object 

o Mesh Smoothing Factor (Mesh output recipe only): specifies the aggressiveness of the smoothing algorithm on 
the result 3D meshes 

 

Nuclei correction (Nuclei Detection only) 

 Three options for handling cases where the detected nucleus is not fully enclosed within a cell 

o No Nuclei Correction (default): keeps the detections for the cells and nuclei as-is 

o Extend Cell to Nucleus: expands the cell membrane to incorporate the protruding sections of the nuclei 

o Crop Nucleus to Cell: trims the protruding sections of the nuclei to keep the nuclei within the existing cell 

 

Rendering improvements 

Aivia 9 further optimizes the rendering pipeline with volume rendering controls and dynamic mesh level of detail; and 
adds several new rendering options to help you tell an even more compelling story with your data. See beneath the 
surface of the object meshes with mesh transparency; while specular lighting and clipping cap options let you 
customize the appearance of the object meshes. 

  

 Mesh transparency option lets you specify the translucency of meshes for each object set – letting you see 
additional details on your image 

 Toggle specular light option for more realistic representations of the mesh surfaces 

 Toggle clipping cap option to show (or hide) object display below the clipping plane 

 Dynamic mesh level of detail (LoD) adjusts the quality of mesh rendering based on your camera angle to 
optimize and conserve GPU memory usage 

 Volume rendering quality control slider lets you specify the render quality to conserve GPU memory or get the 
best rendering display 

 

 

Organoid surface (green) is rendered translucent to reveal the nuclei within the organoid. Image courtesy: Ed 
Lachica, 3i Inc., Denver 
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Left: Mesh render with specular lighting turned on (default for Aivia 8.8); Right: Mesh render with specular lighting 
turned off – reducing reflection and glare from the surface. Image courtesy: Xue Biao Yao, USTC, China; and 

Ed Lachia, 3i Inc., Denver 

 

  

Left: Clipping cap turned on (default for Aivia 8.8); Right: Clipping cap turned off – enabling the user to see the 
objects that are below the clipping plane. Image courtesy: Joselyn Fadiga and Todd Nystul, University of 

California San Francisco – Parnassus Campus, San Francisco 

 

 

Dynamic mesh LoD renders objects that are further away from the camera at lower quality (center of image) than 
the objects that are closer (image edge) for optimized GPU memory usage. Image courtesy: Cell Tracking 

Challenge, Philipp Keller, Janelia Farms Research Campus, Ashburn VA 
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Recipe development and improvements 

 3D Object Analysis and 3D Object Tracking recipes 
have been updated to provide additional 
processing and analysis capabilities (see 3D Cell 
Analysis section for more details about the new 
capabilities) 

o Five image smoothing options for pre-processing 
the image 

o Close detection gaps with Fill Holes option 

o Two options for recipe output for 3D Object 
Analysis – meshes and spots 

 Two new Python analysis recipes to take 
advantage of pre-trained deep learning model for 
2D and 3D object segmentation 

o CellPose 

o StarDist 

 
Updated 3D Object Analysis GUI 

 Measurement tool has been streamlined to improve ease of measurement selection and navigation 

 

 

3D Object Analysis demo output showing the new output options for the recipe – meshes (translucent) and spots 
(blue). Image courtesy: Cell Tracking Challenge 

Dynamic search bar 

 Search bar at the top of the Aivia window enables the user to enter a query to find specific features, such as: 

o Tools and Aivia modules 

o Recipes 

o Perform specific tasks (e.g. change display settings or create meshes) 

o Find help on Aivia Wiki 

 Intellisense search provide list of suggested options 

 Aivia’s UI automatically navigates to the feature selected and highlights the section 
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General improvements 

 Incremental saving allows the user to save the image more quickly by saving just the changed portions 

 Support for loading tiled LIF data 

 New opt-in telemetry option to collect usage data to help improve overall Aivia experience 

o Image metadata (filename, image size, bit-depth) 

o Computer hardware 

o Basic usage information 

o No personal information (including image files or analysis results) are collected 

 We have fixed 99 bugs to make Aivia more stable and user-friendly (less workarounds needed). 

Demo license and testing  

Download Aivia from https://www.drvtechnologies.com/demo – it includes all the features listed above plus all the 
functionality previously introduced. See more details here https://www.drvtechnologies.com/aivia.  

Resources 

Video tutorials –  https://www.drvtechnologies.com/tutorials and via our YouTube channel, 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSZnnDkQItndrBfCmfkxyfw  

How to tutorials (text) – scroll to the “How To Guides” section on the tutorials page: 
https://www.drvtechnologies.com/tutorials 

Sample data sets – under the heading of each recipe in the “Recipes” sections in the Aivia Wiki homepage: 
https://drvision.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/AW/overview  

Aivia Wiki (reference manual) – https://drvision.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/AW/overview 

Get Aivia for your lab 

Please contact Jim Paladino (jimp@drvtechnologies.com) for pricing and licensing options. 


